In the problem of blind reconstruction of channel codes, the receiver does not have the knowledge of the channel code used at the transmitter and the aim is to identify this unknown code from the received data. For the case of cyclic codes, typical blind reconstruction methods make use of some elementary properties of syndromes (remainders) of the received polynomials. The main aim of this paper is to provide a detailed analysis of the properties of the syndromes that could be useful to design more efficient blind reconstruction methods. Specifically, we prove that the syndrome distribution of the noise-free sequence can be either degenerate or uniform or restricted uniform. We also provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the syndrome distribution to be of a given type. For the noise-affected received sequence we identify additional structural properties exhibited by the syndrome distribution. Finally, we apply these results to analyze the performance of the existing blind reconstruction methods.
Introduction
The problem of identifying the unknown channel code corresponding to the given sequence of received data is commonly termed as blind reconstruction of channel codes [14, 24, 28] . This blind reconstruction problem is known to be NP-hard [28] and was first studied by Rice [24] under the assumption that the unknown code is B Arti D. Yardi arti.yardi@iiitb.ac.in Saravanan Vijayakumaran sarva@ee.iitb.ac.in 1 International Institute of Information Technology (IIIT), Bangalore, India 2 Department of Electrical Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Bombay, India a convolutional code. Since then various blind reconstruction algorithms have been proposed for convolutional codes [11, 13, 14, 21] , linear block codes [3, 6, 7, 10, 25, 28] , LDPC codes [9, 22] , and cyclic codes [8, 16, 17, 27, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] .
A blind reconstruction algorithm typically requires a proper choice of statistics of the received data that can be used to identify the correct parameters of the code. For example, for linear block codes, researchers begin by assuming a length n of the code and then study the properties of the rank of the matrix formed by the received vectors of length n [1, 4] . For LDPC codes, the inner-product of the received vectors with a potential low-weight codeword in the dual code 1 is used for blind reconstruction [9, 10] . For cyclic codes, since the generator polynomial of the code is a factor of X n +1 [19] , the syndromes of the received polynomials with respect to each factor of X n + 1 form a natural choice for blind reconstruction [8, 17, [30] [31] [32] [33] . More specifically, the existing blind reconstruction methods for cyclic codes make use of some properties of zero syndromes. While in [17, [30] [31] [32] , the probability of zero syndrome is utilized, the marginal distribution of the coefficients of the syndromes is used in [8, 33] . The focus of this paper is to provide a detailed analysis of the entire distribution of syndromes and its properties which may lead to efficient blind reconstruction algorithms.
The blind reconstruction of an unknown cyclic code C(n 0 , g 0 ) can be performed by finding its length n 0 and the factors of its generator polynomial g 0 (X ) [31] [32] [33] . Since the first received bit might not be the first bit of a received codeword, for blind reconstruction, one also needs to identify the location of the codeword boundaries or synchronization of the received data. The existing blind reconstruction methods begin by assuming a length n, synchronization s, and a candidate polynomial f (X ) for the factor of the generator polynomial. For the assumed n, s, and f (X ), either of the following two cases are true.
(a) Both n and s are correct, and f (X ) is a factor of g 0 (X ). (b) Either n or s is not correct or f (X ) is not a factor of g 0 (X ).
For the chosen n, s, and f (X ), the key step in blind reconstruction consists of determining which one of the above two cases hold. The aim of this paper is to study the distribution of syndromes of the received polynomials for both the cases. Our main contributions are summarized below.
(1) For the noise-free polynomials we first prove that, the distribution of the syndrome can be either degenerate or uniform or restricted uniform (see (2) , (3), (4), and Theorem 1). We also provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the syndrome distribution to be of either type (Theorem 2). (2) For the noise-affected case we prove that, when the syndrome distribution of the noise-free polynomial is uniform, the distribution of the noise-affected polynomial is also uniform. When the distribution of the syndrome of the noise-free polynomial is either degenerate or restricted uniform, we identify structural properties of the syndrome distribution in the presence of noise (see Theorem 3). (3) Finally, using the syndrome analysis mentioned in 1) and 2) above, we provide a theoretical analysis of the blind reconstruction method proposed in [31] . Fig. 1 The received bit stream y 0 , y 1 , . . . , y N −1 is a noise-affected codeword sequence generated by C(n 0 , g 0 ). For an assumed length n and synchronization s, bits y 0 , y 1 , . . . , y s−1 are ignored and the remaining sequence is divided into vectors of length n Organization The system model for blind reconstruction of cyclic codes is provided in Sect. 2. The syndrome distributions of the noise-free and the noise-affected sequence are studied in Sects. 3 and 4 respectively. In Sect. 5, we provide a theoretical analysis of an existing blind reconstruction method and finally conclude in Sect. 6.
System model and notation
We first introduce notation that will be required throughout the paper. The set of natural numbers {0, 1, . . .} is denoted by N and F 2 denotes the finite field with two elements 0 and 1. The polynomial ring with coefficients from F 2 is denoted by
The set of polynomials in F 2 [X ] of degrees strictly less than n is denoted by P n . The greatest common divisor of two polynomials f 1 (X ) and f 2 (X ) is denoted by gcd( f 1 , f 2 ). We use bold lower case letters to denote vectors and lower case letters for the components of a vector. For example, vector y = y 0 y 1 . . . y n−1 , where y i for i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 are the components of y. The polynomial representation of vector y, is given by y(X ) = y 0 + y 1 X + · · · + y n−1 X n−1 . Note that the polynomials corresponding to vectors are denoted by boldface letters. The all-zero vector of length n is denoted by 0 n . A linear block code of length n is denoted by C(n) and the cyclic code of length n and the generator polynomial g(X ) is denoted by C(n, g). The generator polynomial of the dual code of C(n, g) is denoted by g ⊥ (X ). When either C(n) = F n 2 or C(n) = {0 n } we say that C(n) is a trivial linear block code. The dual code of C(n) is denoted by C ⊥ (n). Intersection of two subspaces C 1 (n) and C 2 (n) is denoted by C 1 (n) ∩ C 2 (n). The integer m denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to m. The cardinality of a set X is denoted by |X |.
Suppose the cyclic code C(n 0 , g 0 ) of length n 0 and generator polynomial g 0 (X ) is used at the transmitter (see Fig. 1 ). Let k 0 be the dimension of C(n 0 , g 0 ). We assume that C(n 0 , g 0 ) used at the transmitter is not a degenerate code 2 , since for blind reconstruction of a degenerate cyclic code, it is sufficient to identify its nondegenerate component (see [31, Remark 1] for details). Each transmitted codeword is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) according to the uniform distribution over the set of codewords of C(n 0 , g 0 ). The noise is introduced by a binary symmetric channel (BSC) of crossover probability p < 1/2. The received bitstream is denoted by y 0 , y 1 , . . . , y N −1 , where N ∈ N , N ≥ 1. For the blind reconstruction problem, the length n 0 of the code is not known at the receiver and y 0 need not be the first bit of a noise-affected codeword of C(n 0 , g 0 ). The synchronization s 0 of the received bitstream y 0 , y 1 , . . . , y N −1 is defined as the smallest integer such that the vector y s 0 . . . y s 0 +n 0 −1 of length n 0 is the noise-affected version of a codeword of C(n 0 , g 0 ). Note that 0 ≤ s 0 < n 0 .
Since the code used at the transmitter is not known at the receiver, we begin by assuming a length n and synchronization s, 0 ≤ s < n of the received data. For an assumed synchronization s, ignore y 0 , y 1 , . . . , y s−1 from the received bitstream and divide the remaining bitstream into vectors of length n as shown in Fig. 1 . Thus the first n-bit vector is given by y 1 (n, s) = y s . . . y s+n−1 and similarly the jth n-bit vector is given by y j (n, s) = y s+( j−1)n . . . y s+ jn−1 . Suppose we have received M = (N − s)/n vectors of length n. For the sake of simplicity we will drop parameters n and s from y j (n, s). Thus y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y M is the sequence of n-bit vectors for an assumed synchronization s. The polynomial corresponding to y j is given by y j (X ), for j = 1, 2, . . . , M. Suppose y j (X ) is given by,
where w j (X ) is the noise-free polynomial and e j (X ) the polynomial corresponding to the noise affected by BSC( p). When n = n 0 and s = s 0 , each w j (X ) is a codeword in C(n 0 , g 0 ). For assumed length n, it is known that the set of factors of X n + 1 is the candidate set of polynomials for the factors of the generator polynomial [19] . For blind reconstruction problem, we consider a factor f (X ) of X n + 1 and study the distribution of w j (X ) mod f (X ) and y j (X ) mod f (X ). We now define three types of distributions for a discrete random variable X with a finite support set X with |X | = 2 L for some integer L ≥ 1. An example situation for these three types of distributions is shown in Fig. 2. 1. Degenerate distribution (see Fig. 2a ): Random variable X is said to follow the degenerate distribution if it takes a particular value x 0 ∈ X with probability one, i.e.,
2. Uniform distribution (see Fig. 2b ): Random variable X is said to follow the uniform distribution if it follows the uniform distribution on its entire support set X , i.e.,
3. Restricted uniform distribution (see Fig. 2c ): Consider a strict subset X 0 of X such that |X 0 | = 2 l for some integer l, where 1 ≤ l < L. Random variable X is said to follow the restricted uniform distribution on X if it follows the uniform distribution on set X 0 , i.e.,
Syndrome distribution of the noise-free sequence
In this section, we study the distribution of
is the jth noise-free polynomial when the received data is divided according to length n and synchronization s and f (X ) is a factor of X n + 1 (see (1)).
For an assumed n, s, and f (X ) we have the following two situations. Figure 3 shows an example situation when the noise-free sequence of codewords of C(n 0 , g 0 ) is divided according to various n and s. In Fig. 3a we have n = n 0 and s = s 0 and in Fig. 3b , c, either n = qn 0 or s = s 0 . In this figure, v 1 , v 2 , . . . are the codewords of C(n 0 , g 0 ) and w 1 , w 2 , . . . denote the sequence of vectors of length n. Observe that when either n = qn 0 or s = s 0 , any vector of length n is formed by the parts of the codewords of C(n 0 , g 0 ). For example, vectors w 1 and w 4 in Fig. 3b are formed by the consecutive n bits of v 1 and v 3 respectively. Vector w 1 in Fig. 3c is formed by the concatenation of the last d 1 bits of v 1 , v 2 , and the initial d 2 bits of v 3 .
To generalize this situation, let us denote the vector space of length d obtained by puncturing the last n 0 − d bits of codewords of code C(n 0 , g 0 ) by C (d). Note that since C(n 0 , g 0 ) is a cyclic code, the vector space obtained by considering any consecutive d coordinate locations of codewords in C(n 0 , g 0 ) is equal to C (d). For some non-negative integers d 1 , d 2 , and q such that n = d 1 + qn 0 + d 2 , d 1 , d 2 < n 0 , we next define the vector space W(n) as follows
where the operator + denotes the outer direct sum of linear block codes 3 . It can be seen that, any vector of length n belongs to some W(n) such that n = d 1 + qn 0 + d 2 .
For vectors w 1 and w 4 in Fig. 3b we have W(n) = C 1 (n) and for vector w 1 in Fig. 3c ,
To study the distribution of the noise-free sequence, we thus study the distribution of w(X ) mod f (X ), where w(X ) ∈ W(n) in the following theorem. (5), where C(n 0 , g 0 ) is a non-degenerate cyclic code of dimension k 0 . Then for a factor f (X ) of X n + 1 and w(X ) ∈ W(n), the distribution of w(X ) mod f (X ) is as follows.
(a) When n = qn 0 for some q ∈ N , q ≥ 1, s = s 0 , and f (X ) divides g 0 (X ), the random variable corresponding to w(X ) mod f (X ) follows the degenerate distribution. (b) When n = qn 0 or s = s 0 or f (X ) does not divide g 0 (X ), the distribution of w(X ) mod f (X ) can either be uniform or restricted uniform.
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Appendix B. This theorem basically says that when all the assumed parameters are correct 4 , the distribution of w(X ) mod f (X ) is degenerate. Otherwise, it is either uniform or restricted uniform. In the following theorem, we consider case (b) of Theorem 1 and provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the distribution to be restricted uniform.
where g ⊥ 0 (X ) and f ⊥ (X ) are the generator polynomials of the dual codes of C(n 0 , g 0 ) and C(n, f ) respectively. Suppose f ⊥ (X ) = h(X ) f (X ). Then for the distribution of w(X ) mod f (X ) we have the following conditions.
for j = 1, 2 and i = 1, 2, . . . , q, there exists a non-zero codeword c ∈ C(n, f ) given by
The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Appendix C. Observe that in Theorem 2 when
Furthermore, since h(X ) divides both X n 0 + 1 and X n + 1, n 0 and n will not be coprime [18, Ch. 3] . Thus, when the distribution of w(X ) mod f (X ) is restricted uniform, one can extract some information about n 0 and g ⊥ 0 (X ).
Syndrome distribution of the noise-affected received sequence
In this section, we study the distribution of y j (X ) mod f (X ), where recall that y j (X ) is the noise-affected version of w j (X ) (see (1)). From Theorem 1, distribution of w j (X ) mod f (X ) can either be degenerate or uniform or restricted uniform. Let us first consider an example distribution of y j (X ) mod f (X ) when w j (X ) mod f (X ) follows the restricted uniform distribution.
Example 1 Suppose code C(n 0 , g 0 ) with n 0 = 15 and g 0 (X ) = (X 4 + X + 1)(X 4 + X 3 + 1) is used at the transmitter. For n = 10, suppose n-bit vector w j is formed by the initial n = 10 bits of a codeword in C(n 0 , g 0 ). For a factor f (X ) = X 4 + X 3 + X 2 + X + 1 of X 10 + 1, the distributions of w j (X ) mod f (X ) and y j (X ) mod f (X ) are shown in Fig. 4a, b respectively.
Example 1 suggests that, when w j (X ) mod f (X ) follows the restricted uniform distribution, the distribution of y j (X ) mod f (X ) need not be uniform or restricted uniform. Conditioned on the type of distribution for w j (X ) mod f (X ), the distribution of y j (X ) mod f (X ) is studied in the following theorem.
Theorem 3 Let y j (X ) be the jth noise-affected received polynomial when the noiseaffected sequence of codewords of C(n 0 , g 0 ) is divided according to assumed n and s such that y j (X ) = w j (X ) + e j (X ) (see (1) ). Let S be the support set of w j (X ) mod f (X ). Then for a factor f (X ) of X n + 1, the distribution of y j (X ) mod f (X ) is as follows.
1. When w j (X ) mod f (X ) follows the uniform distribution, y j (X ) mod f (X ) also follows the uniform distribution.
(a) (b) Fig. 4 The distributions of w j (X ) mod f (X ) and y j (X ) mod f (X ) are illustrated when w j (X ) is formed by the initial 10 bits of a codeword in code C(15, g 0 ) with g 0 (X ) = (X 4 + X + 1)(X 4 + X 3 + 1) and
where S b is the set of polynomials obtained by adding b(X ) to every polynomial in the set S and the sequence of integers {D 0 , D 1 , . . . , D n } is the weight distribution of coset G d (n, f ) of C(n, f ) which is obtained by adding d(X ) ∈ S b to all possible elements in C(n, f ).
The proof of Theorem 3 is given in Appendix D. Observe that for calculating the expression in (6), the knowledge of the set S and the weight distribution of G d (n, f ) is required. It is known that finding the coset weight distribution is NP-hard [2] and this makes finding the distribution of y j (X ) mod f (X ) computationally intractable. However, as observed in Example 1, the distribution of y j (X ) mod f (X ) exhibits the following two structural properties.
-Property 1: Syndromes that lie in the support set S of w j (X ) mod f (X ) occur with the same probability. 
A proof of the first property follows from (6) since for any b(X ) ∈ S we have S b = S, which follows from the linearity of the modulo f (X ) operator. A justification of the second property is discussed in Appendix D. Even though finding the exact distribution of y j (X ) mod f (X ) can become computationally intractable, the structural properties exhibited by the distribution of y j (X ) mod f (X ) can be explored to improve the existing blind reconstruction algorithms as well as to devise new blind reconstruction methods.
A theoretical analysis of the blind reconstruction method of [31]
In this section, we provide a theoretical analysis of the blind reconstruction method proposed by Yardi et al. [31] . This method makes use of the distribution of zero syndromes of the received polynomials. Suppose r j (X ) = y j (X ) mod f (X ) for j = 1, 2, . . . , M. It is proved that, for a given n, s, and f (X ) there are either of the following two cases (see Theorem 1 of [31] ).
(a) When n = qn 0 such that q ∈ N , q ≥ 1 , s = s 0 , and f (X ) is a factor of g 0 (X ),
where {A 0 , A 1 , · · · , A n } is the weight distribution of C(n, f ). (b) When either n = qn 0 or s = s 0 or f (X ) is a not factor of g 0 (X ),
Using (a) and (b), the authors formulated and solved the blind reconstruction problem via the hypothesis testing problem given by,
where j = 1, 2, . . . , M and I {r j (X )=0} is the indicator random variable for the event r j (X ) = 0. For analyzing the performance of this method, the key step is to analyze the performance of this hypothesis testing. It is known that the performance of the hypothesis testing can be characterized using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence D K L (H 0 , H 1 ) between the two distributions [12, Ch. 11] . We provide a lower bound on D K L (H 0 , H 1 ) in the following theorem. (H 0 , H 1 ) is given by
Theorem 4 For the hypotheses H 0 and H 1 defined in (8), a lower bound on the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence D K L
where the expression for P (C(n, f ) ) is given in (7) and λ is defined as follows
The proof of Theorem 4 is given in Appendix E.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied some properties of the syndrome of the received polynomials which has applications for blind reconstruction of binary cyclic codes. We analyzed the syndrome distribution of the noise-free and noise-affected received sequence. For the noise-free case we proved that, the distribution of the syndrome of any noise-free received polynomial (with respect to a candidate polynomial f (X )) is degenerate if and only if the assumed length is an integer multiple of the correct length, the assumed synchronization is correct, and f (X ) is a factor of the generator polynomial of the true code. In all the remaining cases the distribution is either uniform or restricted uniform. We also provide the conditions under which this distribution is of either type. For the noise-affected situation we identified some structural properties of the syndrome distribution that can be explored for blind reconstruction. We have also provided a theoretical analysis of an existing blind reconstruction method. As part of our future work, we plan to propose an improved blind reconstruction method using the syndrome analysis of the paper. We also wish to analyze the blind reconstruction problem for cyclic codes using statistics other than syndromes of received polynomials. Studying the properties of other structurally rich codes such as Reed-Muller codes and Goppa codes for the blind reconstruction problem is also of interest.
In this appendix, we will study the distribution of r(X ) = w(X ) mod f (X ) in Lemma 1, where w(X ) lies in any linear subspace W(n) of F n 2 and f (X ) ∈ F 2 [X ]. Towards this, we first consider some properties of r(X ).
Property 1 Consider a linear subspace W(n)
where each r l ∈ F 2 , for l = 0, 1, . . . , deg( f ) − 1. Then for every coefficient r l of r(X ), there exists a vector h l ∈ F n 2 such that r l = wh T l .
Proof For the polynomial f (X ), define the map L acting on w ∈ W(n) as L(w) := w(X ) mod f (X ) = r(X ). It can be seen that L is a linear map. Let r be the vector corresponding to r(X ), where r ∈ F deg( f ) 2
. Since w and r are in one-to-one correspondence with w(X ) and r(X ) respectively, the linear map L can be given by
. It is known that, corresponding to every linear transformation L there exists some matrix A ∈ F n×deg( f ) 2 associated to it such that
where h l ∈ F n 2 for l = 0, 1, . . . , deg( f ) − 1 are the columns of matrix A. From (12), the lth coefficient of r is equal to r l = wh T l and the proof is complete.
Property 2
In Property 1, when f (X ) is a factor of X n + 1, the set of vectors
Proof It is known that, any w(X ) ∈ P n belongs to C(n, f ) if and only if r(X ) = w(X ) mod f (X ) = 0. Using this, the proof follows from Property 1 and we skip the details.
Property 3
Let W ⊥ (n) be the dual code of W(n). In Property 1, when deg( f ) > n, the matrix formed by the set of vectors {h 0 , h 1 , . . . , h n−1 } is equal to the identity matrix of size n × n and each h j for j = n, . . . , deg( f ) − 1 can be chosen to be any codeword in W ⊥ (n).
Proof When deg( f ) > n, we have w(X ) mod f (X ) = r(X ) = w(X ). For j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, we have w j = wh T j . This is possible when each h j is equal to the jth column of the identity matrix of size n. For j = n, . . . , deg( f ) − 1, we have r j = wh T j = 0 for any w ∈ W(n) and hence h j ∈ W ⊥ (n).
Lemma 1 Consider a linear block code W(n) of length n. Suppose every w(X ) is chosen independently and uniformly from W(n). For f (X ) ∈ F 2 [X ], suppose r(X ) = w(X ) mod f (X ) and let H(n) be the subspace formed by h 0 , h 1 , . . . , h deg( f )−1 defined in Property 1. We then have the following three cases.
1. When H(n) ⊆ W ⊥ (n), r(X ) follows the degenerate distribution. Proof Suppose r(X ) = w(X ) mod f (X ) is given by,
where the last equality is obtained from Property 1. Let {R 0 , R 1 , . . . , R deg( f )−1 } be the set of random variables corresponding to {r 0 , r 1 , . . . , r deg( f )−1 }. For a given h l and W(n) there are two possibilities, either h l ∈ W ⊥ (n) or h l / ∈ W ⊥ (n). When h l ∈ W ⊥ (n), the corresponding R l is always zero and when h l / ∈ W ⊥ (n), the corresponding R l is equally likely to be zero or one [20, Lemma 5.2.2] . For the two codes W ⊥ (n) and H(n) either of the following situations is true.
In this case, since every h l ∈ W ⊥ (n), each R l will be always zero for l = 0, 1, . . . , deg( f ) − 1. This implies that r(X ) follows the degenerate distribution.
2. H(n) W ⊥ (n) and deg( f ) > n:
When deg( f ) > n, from Property 3 we have r j = 0 for j = n, . . . , deg( f ) − 1.
Thus r(X ) cannot take all possible values in P deg( f ) and r(X ) cannot follow the uniform distribution. Further from Property 3, h j ∈ W ⊥ (n) for j = n, . . . , deg( f ) − 1. If h j ∈ W ⊥ (n) for j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, then the condition H(n) W ⊥ (n) is not satisfied. Thus there exists at least one h j , 0 ≤ j < n such that h j / ∈ W ⊥ (n). The corresponding R j will be equally likely to be zero or one and hence r(X ) follows the restricted uniform distribution.
H(n) W
where each a l ∈ F 2 for l = 0, 1, . . . , deg( f ) − 1 such that for some i, 0 ≤ i < deg( f ), a i = 0. Since h ∈ W ⊥ (n), we have wh T = 0 and from (14) we get
where the last equality is obtained from (13) . This implies that the set of random variables {R 0 , R 1 , . . . , R deg( f )−1 } satisfy a linear relation given in (15) and the random vector
As each R l is either zero with probability one or equally likely to be zero or one, r(X ) will follow the restricted uniform distribution. 
where u (X ) := b 1 (X ) + X d 1 u 1 (X ) + · · · + X qn 0 +d 1 b 2 (X ), u i (X ) ∈ P n 0 −k 0 and b j (X ) ∈ P d i −k 0 , for i = 1, 2, . . . , q and j = 1, 2.
Since f (X ) is factor of X n + 1, deg( f ) < n and from Lemma 1, the distribution of w(X ) mod f (X ) is restricted uniform when H(n) W ⊥ (n) and H(n) ∩ W ⊥ (n) = {0 n }. As explained in the proof of Theorem 1 (Appendix B), the condition H(n) W ⊥ (n) is satisfied for case (b). Further from Property 2,
where
Using this in (19) we get
Since g 0 (X ) and f (X ) are coprime, in (20) Note that the condition deg(m) ≥ deg(g 0 ) is sufficient for g 0 (X ) to divide m(X ) since m(X ) can take any value in P n−deg( f ⊥ ) . However, u (X ) cannot take all possible values in P n−k 0 (see (18) ). Thus f (X ) divides u (X ) if for some u i (X ) ∈ P n 0 −k 0 and b j (X ) ∈ P d i −k 0 , u (X ) ∈ C(n, f ), where i = 1, 2, . . . , q and j = 1, 2. This proves the sufficient condition of the theorem.
where the equality in (a) is obtained by conditioning over the support set S of w j (X ) mod f (X ). When w j (X ) mod f (X ) follows the uniform distribution, S = P 2 deg( f ) and a(X ) + b(X ) in (21) would take all possible values in P 2 deg( f ) . Thus in (21) we have P[y j (X ) mod f (X ) = b(X )] = 1/2 deg( f ) and y j (X ) mod f (X ) follows the uniform distribution. We now consider the case when the distribution of w j (X ) mod f (X ) is either degenerate or restricted uniform. Since S b is the set of polynomials obtained by adding b(X ) to every a(X ) ∈ S, from (21) we get
Recall that G d (n, f ) is the coset of C(n, f ) obtained by adding d(X ) ∈ P deg( f ) to all possible elements in C(n, f ). Given any polynomial e j (X ) ∈ P n we have e j (X ) mod f (X ) = d(X ) if and only if e j (X ) ∈ G d (n, f ) and using this in (22) we get,
where the second equality follows from the fact that any coefficient of the error polynomial e j (X ) is one with probability p for BSC( p). 
where the equality in (a) is obtained since the zero polynomial is always an element in S and in the last equality, G d (n, f ) is the coset of C(n, f ) obtained by adding d(X ) to all elements in C(n, f ). Note that whenever d(X ) = 0, G d (n, f ) will be a proper coset of C(n, f ). For b (X ) / ∈ S, the zero polynomial will not belong to S b and from (23) we have,
For any proper coset G d (n, f ) of C(n, f ), from Sullivan's subgroup-coset inequality theorem [26] we have P[e j (X ) ∈ C(n, f )] ≥ P[e j (X ) ∈ G d (n, f )]. Further, it has been observed via simulations that for small values of crossover probability p of BSC, in (24) and (25) (24) and (25) .
Suppose Q corresponds to the event when w(X ) ∈ C(n, f ) and let Q c be its complement event. Using total probability law in (29) we get, q 0 = P y(X ) ∈ C(n, f ) Q P[Q] + P y(X ) ∈ C(n, f ) Q c P[Q c ] = P e(X ) ∈ C(n, f ) P[Q] + P e(X ) ∈ G(n, f ) 
where the last equality follows since under the condition event Q is true, y(X ) ∈ C(n, f ) if e(X ) ∈ C(n, f ) as y(X ) = w(X ) + e(X ). Similarly, when event Q c is true, y(X ) ∈ C(n, f ) if e(X ) belongs to some proper coset G(n, f ) of code C(n, f ). From Sullivan's subgroup-coset inequality theorem [26] , for any proper coset G(n, f ) of C(n, f ) we have,
Substituting (31) in (30) The upper bound of the theorem is now obtained by substituting (35) in (28) and this completes the proof.
